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ABSTRACT: 

This paper presents an automated and effective method for detecting planes and their intersections as edges in unorganized point 

clouds. The edges are subsequently extracted as vectors to a CAD environment. The software was developed within the Microsoft 

Visual Studio and the open source Point Cloud Library (PCL, http://pointclouds.org/) was used. The Point Cloud Library is a 

standalone, large scale, open project for 2D/3D image and point cloud processing. The code was written in C++. For the detection of 

the planes in the point cloud the RANSAC algorithm was employed. Subsequently, and according to the standard theory of Analytic 

Geometry the edges were determined as the intersections of these planes with each other. A straight line in 3D space is defined by 

one of its points, which was determined with the Lagrangian Multipliers method and a parallel vector, which was determined with the 

help of the cross product of two vectors on space. Finally, the algorithm and the results of the implementation of the process with real 

data were evaluated by performing various checks, mainly aiming to determine the accuracy of the edge detection. 

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, with the advancement and the popularity of Image 

Based Modelling, but also with the increasing use of terrestrial 

laser scanning an infinite number of point clouds are acquired, 

especially for the geometric documentation of cultural heritage 

artifacts and monuments (Kersten et al. 2009, Tryfona & 

Georgopoulos, 2016). Their processing and correct exploitation 

to contribute to the final documentation products need some 

attention, as it poses a severe bottleneck in the workflow. On 

the other hand, in the cultural heritage domain and especially 

for the restoration studies, 2D vector drawings are still required 

by the conservation experts. Consequently, there is an 

increasing demand for exploiting the acquired point clouds to 

produce 2D vector drawings. 

Certain researchers (Rodríguez Miranda et al. 2008, Canciani et 

al. 2013, Azariadis & Sapidis 2005) have tried to produce vector 

shapes, i.e. mainly linear features, directly from the point clouds 

either manually or semi-automatic. However, this procedure is 

time consuming and extremely strenuous. Besides, it requires 

powerful computers to load, if at all, the point clouds with their 

millions of points. Consequently, the solution lies in the 

automation of vector detection directly in the point cloud 

Briesee & Pfeifer, 2008). 

Several efforts have been published so far for that task with 

varying degrees of success (Huang et al. 2003, Vosselmann et 

al. 2003, Lu et al. 2008, Yu et al. 2015). Their main purpose has 

been to detect straight edges in the point clouds, which is one of 

the most important issues in the area of image processing and 

computer vision, and which has been studied for years. In 

general, their detection is carried out as the boundary between 

areas of different luminance or texture. However, the methods 

which have been used to detect edges in images cannot be 

applied to unorganized point clouds because the latter have a 

different structure from the images(https://stackoverflow.com/).

An image is a matrix, while a point cloud is an irregularly 

distributed set of data. This differentiation in their structure, 

resulting in the non-usability of methods applied to the images, 

has led to the detection and extraction of edges from 

unorganized point clouds as a new research challenge (Briese, 

C., Pfeifer, N., 2008). 

An edge detection technique from point clouds was developed 

by Bazazian et al. (2015). This technique has been able to 

extract edges by analyzing the covariance matrix eigen values 

calculated by the nearest neighbor’s algorithm of each point. A 

further edge extraction algorithm is proposed by Hackel et al. 

(2016). The authors point out the importance of detecting edges 

along which their orientation changes. They use a two-step 

method. Firstly, a score with a binary classifier is given at each 

point in the point cloud, using features exported from its 

neighboring points. In the next step, another binary sorting is 

performed to select the optimal set of points belonging to the 

ultimately extracted edge. 

With the goal of fully or partially automated linear vector 

extraction from unorganized point clouds, the current study 

aims to locate planes in order to determine their intersections 

and finally extract them as edges, i.e. vector lines, of the 

depicted object to which these planes belong. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains 

the point clouds, Section 3 shows the proposed methodology, 

Section 4 reveals the results and finally, Section 5 exposes the 

conclusions. 

2. POINT CLOUDS

Common terrestrial laser scanning systems in general produce 

unorganised point clouds. An organised point cloud is organised 

as a 2D array of points with the same properties as if the points 

were obtained from a projective camera, like the Kinect, 

DepthSense or SwissRanger. In both organised and unorganized 
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point clouds, all of X Y and Z are provided for each point, but 

the memory layout of organised point clouds is that of a 2D 

array. The memory layout of the points then is closely related to 

the spatial layout as represented by these XYZ values. 

Algorithms that work on unorganised point clouds will 

generally work on organised point clouds 

(https://stackoverflow.com/). Organized point clouds resemble 

the structure of an image. In this case, the first record consists 

ofthe point in the first row and in the first column, the second 

record is the point in the first row and in the second column, the 

third entry is the point in the first row and in the third column 

and so on. Figure 1 gives an example of an organized point 

cloud and its file. 

 

 
Figure 1. Structure of an organized point cloud 

 

By contrast, in an unorganized point cloud the records in its file 

are entered by column, i.e. the first entry is the point in the first 

row and the first column, the second entry is the point in the 

first column and in the second row, the third entry is the point in 

the first column in the third row and so on. Figure 2 depicts an 

example of an unorganized point cloud and its file. 

 

 
Figure 2. Structure of an unorganized point cloud 

 

The unorganized point cloud feature can easily be seen in a 

point cloud data (.pcd) file, specifically in the HEIGHT field of 

the file (Figure 3), where in these cases it is equal to 1, i.e. the 

records form a continuous sequence and not a matrix-like one. 

 

 
Figure 3. A point cloud data file (.pcd) for unorganized point 

cloud data 

For this reason, Analytic Geometry was selected as the 

methodological tool to detect the required edges as plane 

sections. This, of course, presupposes the initial knowledge of 

the plane equations that were identified in the point cloud. For 

that purpose, the RANSAC algorithm (Fischler & Bolles, 1981) 

was chosen as the ideal technique. 

 

 

3. PRINCIPLE OF PROPOSED METHOD 

The most important feature of the cloud with a key role in 

selecting the method for developing the program was the fact 

that the cloud is unorganized, i.e. the cloud's file is unstructured.  

 

The proposed method for the determination of edges as plane 

sections comprises of three steps: 

 

i. Detect planes in the given point cloud 

ii. Determine the plane intersections 

iii. Extract the intersections as vector edges, ready to 

be inserted in a CAD environment 

 

In order to determine the mathematical model of the planes, the 

four parameters of the plane’s equation (A, B, C and D) should 

be calculated. It is known that three non-collinear points define 

a plane. The RANSAC algorithm is implemented to determine 

the plane in the point cloud as follows:  i) random selection of 

three points and ii) estimation of the plane´s parameters. Then, 

based on a predetermined threshold, the number of additional 

points that can be included in the calculated plane is noted. 

Thus, the process is repeated for all possible triplets of the point 

cloud. Finally, the plane which has the most inliers in its 

solution is the most probable one. From this plane, the optimal 

mathematical plane equation is then calculated. 

 

The edges, i.e. straight lines in 3D space, are detected as 

sections of non-parallel planes. A straight line in 3D space is 

defined by one point and the vector parallel to the straight line. 

The point of the straight line in 3D space was calculated using 

the Lagrange Multipliers Method with two constraints, so that 

the point is confined within the range of the point cloud 

coordinates (1st constraint) and at the shortest distance from the 

beginning of the axes and not to be any point of the straight line 

(2nd constraint). The vector parallel to the straight line was 

calculated with the help of the cross product of the planes, to 

which is identical. 

 

The last step is the extraction of the edge points, so that they are 

immediately usable in a CAD environment. This process was 

based on the Vector Projection algorithm (Lu, Chen & Jianguo, 

Cai, 2003). More specifically, the coordinates of the projected 

points, i.e. the points of the edge, are calculated by projecting 

onto the edge of a vector which starts at a point on the edge of 

the two planes and ends at a point in the point cloud.  

 

The flowchart of this procedure is presented in Figure 4. 

 

 

4. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

In order to establish the effectiveness of the procedure, various 

tests were performed and edges belonging to planes with 

different characteristics were detected. The data used to detect 

the edges came from a Leica ScanStation 2 laser scanner, with 

an uncertainty of ±5 to 6 mm compared to the real value of the 

measurement. Scanning was performed at an average density of 

4 mm. 
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Figure 4. The flowchart of the developed software 

 

 

The first test was carried out in the point cloud of the planes 

depicted in red in figure 5. The cloud comprised of 76.175 

points and the threshold value for the implementation of the 

RANSAC algorithm was set to 1.2 cm so that the surfaces 

approach the form of a mathematical surface and in particular 

that of a plane within that threshold. In this way, it is easier for 

the algorithm to find the optimal mathematical model of the 

surface. 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Displaying planes in red to apply the edge detection 

process. 

 

The results for that point cloud are shown in the image below. 

The number of inliers calculated for the first plane is 13.738 and 

for the second is 46.926. Furthermore, the four parameters for 

each of the two planes, as well as the descriptive elements of the 

edge, have been calculated. A last piece of information is the 

number of edge points belonging to the first and second planes. 

 

 
Figure 6. Imaging Edge Detection Results on 2 planes 

 

The results are visualized in figure 7. 

 

  
Figure 7. Displaying planes and their edge from two different 

views 

 

Another important test carried out is to decimate the initial point 

cloud to 50% and then to 25% of the points. Such a test was 

considered necessary, as point cloud files are usually very large 

and consequently the demand in computing resources is 

extremely high. Hence, very often, they must be decimated, and 

the robustness of the algorithm was checked in such cases. 

 

Comparing the results, there are no significant differences and 

therefore no significant deviation between the three edges is 

expected, namely those calculated with 100%, 50% and 25% of 

the point cloud. The following table 1 summarizes the results 

with the number of layer data inliers, parallel vectors in the 

straight lines, and the number of edge points after the three 

decimations of the point cloud. 

 

 
Table 1. Plane detection parameters for various levels of point 

cloud decimation 

 

These results are visualized in Figure8, showing in purple the 

points of the edge that have been calculated with 100% of the 

point cloud, in magenta the points of the edge that have been 

calculated with 50% of the cloud and black color the points of 

the edge that have been calculated with 25% of the cloud. 

 

In the second test carried out, one of the two planes is larger 

than that of the first test. The cloud consists of 327.351 points 

and the threshold value for the RANSAC algorithm is again 1.2 

cm. Figure 9 depicts the planes for which the intersection edge 

is to be detected. 
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Figure 8. Illustration of the points of the three edges 

 

 

 
Figure 9. Displaying in red the two planes to apply the edge 

detection process 

 

After completion of the procedure, a deviation of the edge from 

the two planes was observed. In particular, the deviation 

appeared from the middle of the edge with its highest value 

being at its upper end. The highest deviation value was 4 cm. 

The results are presented in figure 10. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. a) Plane and edge imaging b) Edge deviation display 

 

The value of the deviation of the edge rises doubts concerning 

the accuracy and reliability of the edge detection process. As the 

theoretical background of the process was thoroughly 

investigated and it was verified that the procedure followed was 

correct and appropriate for initially locating the planes and then 

the edges.  

 

The reason for this deviation was the fact that these surfaces are 

surfaces in the real world that simply approach the 

mathematical model of planes. These results in, the RANSAC 

algorithm computing the optimal plane using inliers data that 

along the surface do not approach the plane in the same way but 

are counted for finding the optimal plane. Consequently, the 

optimum plane deviates from the point cloud and this becomes 

apparent only at the intersection of the two planes through the 

deviation from the inliers of the planes. This is most common in 

larger surface areas. The problem was encountered, giving the 

program a smaller point cloud from a limited portion of the 

surface and thus reduced in number of points. Specifically, the 

points that are close to the desired edge are selected to describe 

better the surface near the edge through the plane. 

 

  
Figure 11. a) Planes and b) edge imaging in two views 

 

 

To find that this edge is the optimal that can be calculated, the 

point cloud is even more limited. After this procedure, no edge 

deviation was observed. 

 

Subsequently, all the major edges of the cloud were detected 

which was originally selected for testing, with the result being 

very encouraging for the quality of the edge effects. 

 

 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The evaluations carried out focus mainly on the accuracy of the 

edge detection and determination. In addition, the extent to 

which the user can influence this detection has been 

investigated.  

 

Two important factors influencing the quality of the extracted 

edges and which can only be determined in advance, are the 

accuracy and the density with which the point cloud has been 

acquired in the first place. They directly depend on the 

equipment used for the measurements as well on as the scanning 

step. It is obvious that the more accurate the initial point cloud 
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the better the quality of the extracted edge. Point cloud density 

affects the number of points defining the planes and, 

consequently, the extracted edge. 

 

 
Figure 12. Illustration of the point cloud and edges. 

 

 

Another factor, which greatly affects the accuracy with which 

the edges are detected, is the implementation and the specific 

parameters of the RANSAC algorithm. The user can intervene 

here to improve its results firstly by properly interpreting the 

surfaces and their characteristics detected. In addition, through 

the predetermined threshold, the implementation of the 

algorithm enables to illustrate this correct interpretation of the 

characteristics of the surfaces in the results, i.e. to correctly 

identify the inliers from which the optimal mathematical model 

of the planes will be calculated. In addition, and in cases of the 

edge deviations from the determined planes, as the ones 

observed in the examples presented via the 3D viewer of the 

program, suitable tests may be performed by each time 

appropriately limiting the surfaces close to the edge in order to 

remedy these deviations.  

 

As already described, the process is completed when the 

differences of the parallel vector of the edge are not significant 

and thus the most probable best edge is detected. In the 

presented tests, the results of the edge detection process were 

very satisfactory given the uncertainty of the scanner 

measurements and the noise present. The edges were compared 

to the corresponding edges determined by conventional 

geometric documentation carried out in the framework of an on-

going project for that purpose. 

 

The tests were performed in part of the point cloud of the 

interior of the Temple of Hephaestus (Figure 13) in the Ancient 

Agora of Athens, which was produced for a recent research 

project. All edges were detected with the proposed method. 

 

 
Figure 13. The Temple of Hephaestus in the Ancient Agora of 

Athens 

 

 
Figure 14. The extracted edges from the point cloud of the 

interior of the Temple 

 

In order to evaluate the metric precision of the proposed method 

and the software developed, the extracted edges were compared 

with the corresponding vector drawings of the geometric 

documentation of the Temple, which was carried out at a scale 

of 1:50. Firstly the horizontal edges were put against the 

corresponding lines of the horizontal section of the Temple 

(Figure 15), which was measured at 1.50m above the interior 

floor.  

 

 
Figure 15. Depiction of the horizontal edges compared to the 

drawing of the horizontal section of the Temple 

 

The horizontal edges were extracted from suitable parts of the 

point cloud, i.e. part of the vertical walls approximately 30cm 

wide at a height of 1.30-1.60m and of the floor, approximately 

50 cm wide. The mean differences of the edge pairs were in the 

order of 5mm (Figure 16). 
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Figure16: Deviation of the points of the horizontal section 

from the extracted horizontal edge 

 

These results are quite satisfactory given that the initial 

uncertainty if the points acquired with the Terrestrial Laser 

Scanner, i.e. the pulse-based Leica ScanStation 2, is around 5-6 

mm according to the manufacturer. In addition, the horizontal 

edges were detected on the floor level and not at the height of 

the point cloud section. 

 

The vertical edges extracted were compared against the whole 

point cloud of the interior. This was performed in the viewer of 

the software by rotating and observing the deviations from 

various angles (Figure 17). 

 

 
Figure17: Depiction of the vertical edges extracted against the 

point cloud 

 

In figure 18 all extracted edges are inserted in the point cloud 

and the result is very encouraging 

 

 
Figure18: Depiction of the initial point cloud with all edges 

extracted 

After completion of the edge extraction procedure, the available 

output files are: 

1. The files with all points, i.e. the inlier data, which 

were used to determine the parameters of the two 

planes. Available in .pcd, .ply and .obj format. 

2. The values of the four parameters of the planes, i.e. a, 

b, c and d. 

3. The parameters defining the line in 3D space, i.e. the 

vector parallel to the line and one of its points, which 

is closest to the axes origin of the cartesian system 

4. The files containing all points on the edges from both 

planes. Available formats are .pcd, .ply and .obj 

A further parameter tested for its influence on the process 

described, was the number of points in the point cloud. It was 

tested by reducing the points of the initial point cloud and 

running the algorithm with the same parameters. It should be 

noted that this cannot form a general rule as it refers to the 

particular point cloud. Of course, the fact that this action was 

not an obstacle to the quality of the outcome, should be a 

positive element of the process. 

 

Finally, the importance of converting files to point cloud data 

(.pcd) should be stressed. With this conversion, the organized or 

unorganized point cloud’s structure becomes known, which is 

very important for the choice of the application method, since 

some algorithms have as a basic prerequisite the organized 

structure of the point cloud for their execution. 
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